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Subject of the R?mperor of Austria, TeSident 
of last' })erby, county of New Haven, and 
State of Commecticut, have in wented certain " 
new and useful improwements. in Combina 
tion-IOcks, Of . Which the following is a 
Specification. '' , - ~ 
This invention relates to imprOwements in 

lockS, Such as are adapted to be applied to 
doors, and has as its principal Object the 
prowision of means whereby the bolts are 
doubly secured when in an engaged positiOn. 
A further object is to provide a lock 

adapted to be manually operated without 
the use of a key, and finaily, to prOwide a, 
lock which is considered to be burglar prOOf. 
These and other like objects are attained ? 

by the nowe construction and combination 
Of parts hereafter described and shOWn in the accompanying drawings, formaing_a_ma~ 
terial part of this disclosure, and in Whigh-- 

Figure 1 is a top plan view of a lock 
Showing its applicatiOn to a dOOr. 

Fig. 2 is a similar plan view, the · cOwer 
plate being remowed. ,"*" 

Fig. 8 is a, vertical Sectional wieW taken on 
iine8-8of Fig.?. · Fig. 4 is a similar wiew to ifig. 8, ShOWing 
the parts in a different position. 

Fig. 5 is another wertical Sectional wieW, 
taken in a different plane, on line 5-5 Of 
Fig. 8. ~ ~ 

F'ig. 6 is a similar wiew of the Same, th 
Section being taken on line 6-6 Of Fig. 4, 

F'ig. 'f' is a longitudinal . sectional wiew 
taken substantially on Hirae 'f-f of F'ig. 6. 

In the several drawings, the numeral 10 
designates the door or mowable part, and 11 
the jamb or door casing, in which is set, the 
keeper plate 12, held in position by screWS 
in the ordinary manner, and prOwided With 
Suitable openings for the_reception. Of a pair 
of cylindrical boltS 14, both being rigidly 
Secured to a rectangular sliding bar 15 oper 
able transwerSely of the casing, and hawing 
at its OppoSite end a raised arguately re 
cessed head 16, contactable With Which is the 
convexly curved end of a lever 18, mounted 
on the Squared portion of a Spindle 19. 
Also secured upon the Spindle 19, is a 

coiled spring 20, adapted to preSS the lewer 
inWardly or against the bar' 15, the Spindle 
also hawing secured upon it a d0g 22, the 
point of which is contactable with a face 

Specification of Tetters Patent. : Patented Sept. 27, 1921. 
Application filed 0ctober 4, 1917. Serial No. 194,680. 

Cam 28, SQ aS to be Operated by it as it is 
I'Otated; the Same being rigidly mounted 
up On a Spindle 24, the outer end of which is 
engaged with a sleewe 25, hawing a mark 26 
registerable With a circular row of gradua 
tiOnS 2 gS can best be seen in Fig.1. Thus 
the pOSitiOn Of the cam will be ewident to a 
perSOn from the exterior of the lock. Affixed upon the_spindle 24, adjacent to 
$ear 80 meshing With a mating gear '81, 
formed With a sleewe82, journaled upon 
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65 
the inner cower of the_lock casing, is a spur · 

another spindle 38, and hawing a protruding : 
$jeeve.84;pinned or keyed to the operating 
kilob 35, by means of which the gears are 
tOtated and by them the cam, causing the dog.22, to turn, the Spindle 19, through a 
Small ?rC of a circle, and as the lewer i8, is 
resting against the end of the bar 15, which 
is pressed in this direction by means of the 
Springs 21, and is actuating the bolts 14, thus CatISing engagement or disengagement with 
the ikeeper 12.. . " " 
The bar 15 is prowided with a slot 87, hawing an angular end.88, receptive of a 

$ocking pin 40, the same being figidly se 
gured a* its inner end to a Spring engaging 
.jewer 41, pivoted on the pin 42, and having 
its Opposite end 48, engaged with a flattened 
p?rt Of the_Spindle 88and resting against a 
Collár On the inner end of the spindle 83, 
SO that as the Same is caused to slide in the 
Sleewe 84, by means of the knob 45, the lower" 
énd 48 of the lewer 41 is operated , and 
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through it the pin 40 is extended or retracted ? 
thrQugh an Opening in the lock casing in an 
Obwious manner. Extending_from the opposite side of the 
lewer 41, to_that of the pin 40, is a stem 47, hawing a, T-shaped head 48, engageable in 
the Opening. 49 made through the cam 28 
and from Which extends an arcuate slot 50, 
adapted to receive the stem 4f, so that as 
the Cam is turned toward the left in Fig. 2, 
the pin40_is_held within the angular end 88 
of Slot 8'' in bar 15, because the stem 47 will 
then be at the end of the arcuate slot 50, 
Arranged to slide longitudinally of the 

lock, transwerSely of the bolt element 15, is a 
plate 52, containing a longitudinal slot 58, 
through Which the pin 40 also operates. 
Mowement is transmitted to the plate 52, 

by direct contact with another slidably ar 
ranged plate 55, in Which is formed a. 
Series of perforations 56, acting in the man 
mer Of a rack and engageable by the pro 
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| zontal branch 8f' of the angular slot in the . 
- 15 

'treme front end of the plate 55 being 

92 

jecting pins 58, of a disk 59 Operating as a 
pinion and Secured to the inner end 60, of 
the sliding Spindle 88, So that as the Spindle 
is turned by the knob 45, the plates 55 and 
52, are caused to mowe rectilinearly, the ex 

CIn 
gageable in a slot 62, formed in the edge of 
the bar 16, SO as to hold the latter in an Out 
Ward position. . . · · · · · 

In operation, it is assumed that the boltS 
are in the unlocked position as shown in 
Fig.8 in which the pin 40 is held in the 
longitudinal slot 58of plate 52 and the hori 
bar, 15, while the springs 21 preSS this bar 

| as far to the right as possible by the en 
| | | gagement of the head 16 with lewer 18. If 

20 

' it is noW desired to lock the lock, the knob 
85 is turned toward the right to rotate the 
gears in order to bring the cam 28 and its 
Slot 49 in alinement with the head . 48 of 

~ · the bolt or pin 40 which position_is indicated 
by .. the mark 26, on sleewe 25 which at this 
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time is.. in _register With a Certain number ? 
of the graduations 27. ~ ~ 
When now the knob 45 is pushed inwardly 

it will result in pulling the pin 40 back, and 
the spring , impelled lever 18 , will press the? 
plate 15 and bolts 14.into engagement with 
the keeper against the action of SpringS_21. 
The pin 40 will then enter the wertical 
branch.88 of the angular slot in the bar 15. 
When now the knob 85 is turned toward 
the left, the gears will be rotated and bring . 
the cam slot 49 || out of alinement With the 
|head 48 Of the pin 40 which is thus held in this ~ position. T In order to further lock ? 

' .. the plate 15: the knob 45 must be rotated to 
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the right again, which will bring the slid 
ing plate 55 in engagement with the · Slot 
62 of the bar 15. · ~ 
When it is desired to unlock the lock, the 

knob 45 : is turned to the left in order .. to 
disengage the sliding plate 55 from the slot 

? 62 in plate 15 and knob 85 is rotated tOWard 
the right to bring the cam slot .49 again in · 
alinement with the head 48 of the pin 40, 
which position is indicated by the mark 26 
On sleewe 25, coming in register. with the 
?ed???????? number of the graduations 27.. 
Operation Will actuate , the lewer 41 to preSS 
pin 40 Out of the cam slot, and itS Other end 
will drop into the horizontal branch 87 of 
the slot in bar 15 which in the meantime has 
been mowed backward by the springs 21 SO 
that the bolts · 14 Will leave their · keepers 
and assume the position shoWn in Fig. 8.. 
Hawing thus described my invention. What 

I claim as new and desire to. Secure by Let 
· ters Patent, is: ~ * · '. ~ 

In a lock, the combination With a caSing ? 
, and a keeper therefor, of a lock bar carrying 
bolt engageable With said keeper, Said lock 
bar being slidable transwerSely , in Said cas 
ing, .a. plate slidable longitudinally Of Said 
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Then the knob 45 is drawn out Which · · 
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gasing engageable . With Said logkbar, said ? ? 
lock bar hawing a recess, a sliding plate 
hawing a part engageable. Within _Said re 
ceSS, and means for operating Said Sliding 
plate, whereby said lock bar may be held in 
an outWard position. ~ * ~ 
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In testimony whereof I have affixed my · Signature. 

ANDRO AUGUSTYN. 


